[Engineering and expression of sequence-specific DNA-binding zinc finger protein].
This experiment was aimed to create A20 gene site-specific zinc finger DNA-binding protein. The sequence of A20 gene promoter was analyzed with bioinformatics means and submitted to ZF Tools Server at TSRI. Using the database of the web site, we determined the A20 gene valid target sites and designed the amino acid sequence of zinc finger protein predicted to be bound to the target site. And then, the structure of the protein sequence was analyzed and homology was modeled with various bioinformatics means. Based on the characteristic of this protein, the prokaryotic expression vector pTYB11-ZFP was constructed and expressed. Thus, the artificial zinc finger protein that recognized A20 specific sequence was designed, and expressed in Escherichia coli. The results indicate that it is feasible to design engineered artificial Zinc finger proteins by means of bioinformatics.